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Abstract: Medical imaging, though very advanced and widespread, has been facing

drawbacks with regard to integrity and confidentiality. A relevant literature survey brings
into notice that there is no single exhaustive method to deal with all the issues. In

telediagnosis it is required that a medical image is distributed among a group of medical
experts. However, disclosing all the information of an important patient’s medical

condition to each of the clinicians is a security issue. A specialized secret sharing scheme is
proposed in which digitized, archived and compatible medical images are shared among n

clinicians such that at least k of them must gather to reveal the diagnosable medical image.

It also emphasizes on the process of hiding textual medical information in these images in

order to meet not only the security issue but also suffices the storage requirements during
transmission. It is a novel technique for a secure transmission of confidential and
important medical information over an insecure network effectively.
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Introduction

Security has become an inseparable issue as information technology is ruling the world now.
Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques and the related aspects of information security
such as confidentiality, data security, entity authentication and data origin authentication.

The integrity and confidentiality issues have been satisfied by some of the researchers so far in
literature findings. (Acharya et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2003; Shih and Ta Wu, 2005; Woo et al., 2005). Both
fragile and robust watermarking techniques are used for integrity control and EPR hiding. The
involvement of medical images call for satisfying important issues like that of the integrity and the
confidentiality.

Another robust technique abased on genetic algorithms to embed the watermark or textual around
the region of interest was proposed by Shih and Ta Wu in 2005. They embed the signature image and the
fragile watermark into the frequency domain of non-ROI part of a medical image. Woo et al. (2005) used a
multiple watermarking method consisting of an annotation part and a fragile part. In this the encrypted
EPR can be embedded in an annotation watermark and tampering can be detected using a fragile
watermark. Security can be improved by hash-block-chaining watermarking approach in the fragile
watermarking. A method that attaches digital signature and EPR into the medical image was indicated by
the works of Zhou et al. (2001). LSB replacing technique has been used to embed the signature. A secure
data hiding technique based on the bipolar multiple-base conversion to allow a variety of EPR data to be
hidden within the same mark image was presented by Chao et al in 2002. The mark of a hospital used to
identify the origin of an EPR could be used as a mark image. There is a good scope of separation and
restoration of hidden data by authorized users in this.

Another noted technique of reversible Steganography can be used to hide EPR in medical images. This
work was published by Nayak in 2009. Their method doesn’t evaluate confidentiality and authenticity of
the medical image. Moreover, embedding capacity of their method depends the number of pixels of the
medical image. Steganography can be used for EPR hiding and this was indicated by Lou in 2009.
However, Integrity and confidentiality of the medical image is not satisfied by their work. Hu and Han in
2009 used Cryptography for transforming medical images into noise like form for protection.
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However, noisy images have a great likelihood of attracting malicious user’s attention and EPR hiding
is not considered. Each method outlined above satisfies different security requirements (confidentiality,
authenticity, EPR hiding) for medical image sharing. A method will be proposed for ensuring the secrecy
of a medical image, which satisfies the following requirements.
1.

2.
3.

Electronic patient records should be hidden in medical images thereby reducing storage
requirements and network bandwidth.
Confidentiality of the medical images should be maintained.
A single individual should not be allowed to diagnose political leaders or high-ranking military
officers since it is not adequate to trust only one.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Visual cryptography is a technique that enables us to encrypt data in a way that decryption can be
done easily by human eye without any computer aid. This being the domain of this paper some related
concepts have been discussed below.
Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme

Shamir, a pioneer in the field of visual cryptography, proposed a scheme back in year 1979. According
to it a secret of any form is divided into n number of shares. Out of these n shares at least k or more shares
when gathered are sufficient to get back the share intact. Its known as the (k, n) secret sharing scheme. In
the present scenario a medical image is to be distributed among a set of clinicians hence the image is
converted into noise like shares and distributed among all of them. In order to maintain the secrecy and
in case of trust violation even if one less than k clinicians gather it would be impossible to retrieve the
secret. This threshold value then depends on various internal factors as well.
Steganography

Steganography is a technique of hiding messages such that no one, apart from the sender and the
recipient know about the message, a form of security through obscurity. Medical images are shared
among n participants in this work. Since the main issue is hiding a text or an image in it, steganography
plays a vital role of an efficient embedding technique. The embedding process encrypts the medical image
and the shares that are generated are noisy giving out no hint of the hidden text. This is a reversible
process since decryption is needed to get back the hidden contents. If any k or more participants gather,
the medical image can be revealed. It is assumed that at least k clinician is an adequate security measure
to view the medical image to diagnose.
Polynomial Interpolation

Shamir’s method of (k, n) secret sharing is based on a polynomial approach. The image or the text that
is being hidden is done so by generating polynomials for every share that is being created. Zhao’s method
to generate unique keys helps in providing unique shares to every participant. Interpolation of the keys
values and the polynomial values would give back the polynomial during decryption and the constant
part of the polynomial would be the secret. The pixel values of the medical image are used to generate the
polynomial of (k-1) order or less.
The dealer selects a large prime number p and a (k−1) degree polynomial is constructed as in (1) to
compute shares using the secret:

RESEARCH METHOD

Overview of this paper consists of the following modules:
a)
b)
c)
d)

KEY GENERATION
EMBEDDING
SHARING
RECONSTRUCTION

a) Key Generation

In order to maintain the uniqueness of the shares, every participant is provided with a unique key.
This key is generated based on Zhao’s method. This method ensures,
•
•
•

Unique shares by using unique x values.
x values are calculated independently by both the dealer and participants before the sharing
procedure. Thus an insecure channel between the dealer and participants is sufficient.
Even if one gathers any k shares from the network, one cannot recover the secret image unless
corresponding x values for those shares are known.
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Algorithm
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A ‘secret shadow’ is chosen uniquely by each participant.
A dealer chooses primes p & q and computes N=pq.

Then the dealer chooses integer g from [N1/2, N] where g is relatively prime to p & q and publishes
{g, N}.
The participant chooses randomly s i ∈ [2, N] and computes Ri= gsimod N and provide own R i to
dealer.
Now the dealer makes sure R i ≠ R j and chooses S 0 ∈ [2, N] where S 0 is relatively prime to (p-1) &
(q-1).
Then the dealer computes R 0 = gs0mod N and publishes {R 0 } and finally computes X i = R i S0mod N
for each participant.
b) Embedding

The medical image is first embedded with the text i.e., EPR (Electronic Patient Record). EPR is taken
from a text file which is read and every character is converted into the corresponding ASCII codes. The
number of characters that can be embedded into an image depends on the size and the bit depth of the
image. The next step is to generate a polynomial which incorporates both the image pixels and the ASCII
code. This polynomial is generated randomly thereby creating a share that is different from the other.
This can also be used for embedding an image into another image. Thus the encryption of this sort
provides scope for hiding a considerably large amount of text into an image and also for hiding an image
into another image.
c) Sharing

In the sharing phase the embedded image i.e., the image with the hidden text is divided into n noise
like shares. All the shares are of the same size as that of the medical image. With the available attributes of
an image i.e. bit depth and size the image pixels are taken as follows:
The EPR values are ASCII characters of length L which are represented as follows:

With both the image pixel values and the ASCII values of the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) the
polynomial and shares are obtained (say) as follows:
F(x) = (1+2x) mod 257
The unique x values are used to obtain Shared pixels:
(1, F (1)) = 3
(2, F (2)) = 5
d) Reconstruction

With the individual and unique keys and the shares given to the participants the original image and
EPR can be retrieved. Lagrange’s interpolation technique extracts the secret by getting back the
polynomial. The constant part of the polynomial is the secret. Every part of the image and the text in
every share created so it is convenient to interpolate the polynomials of at least k shares to get back the
secret. Even in the case of embedding an image into another image both the images can be retrieved
separately.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section examples are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. A medical
2D X-Ray medical image has been taken and an EPR has been hidden inside it.

Medical Image EPR
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Obtained Shares

Reconstructed secret image Decrypted EPR
During decryption process the secret medical image and the text are retrieved without much
distortion to it.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper important medical information in textual form (EPR) are hidden into a secret medical
image. This image is then divided into n noise like shares which are unique. In order to avoid any adverse
security threats only k or more such shares are sufficient to recover the original text and the image. In
case of image embedded in an image both the images can be retrieved efficiently. The recreated image
and the recovered text have almost no change from that of the original.
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